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Highlights - Robust recognition and identification libraries for Windows platform - Based on fast and robust face detection and
recognition algorithms - Support for multiple programming languages (C++, C#, VB.NET, Java) - Working with multiple
cameras to detect and recognize multiple faces with the same credentials - Extended features for face encoding and decoding -
Custom face models in PNG format (up to 40fps) Detect faces, faces of multiple people, facial features, and exit without
showing faces: Luxand Face SDK. You can do all of this and more with the Luxand Face SDK. The Luxand Face SDK supports
face detection and recognition, facial feature detection, face orientation and angle detection, face encoding and decoding, and
face tracking. The Luxand Face SDK is a Windows, high-quality face and facial feature identification SDK with excellent
detection and recognition rates. You can use this feature to identify multiple faces and even a face of a person with multiple
credentials. Luxand Face SDK is based on the Luxand Face detection and recognition libraries. Luxand Face SDK Features: -
Support multiple algorithms, including fast, robust, fast, fast, IBM, and other algorithms - Support full face, face region, facial
feature, face orientation, and face angle detection - Support PNG image format (up to 40fps) and JPEG image format (up to
100fps) - Support multiple programming languages (C++, C#, VB.NET, Java) - Support many APIs such as SetPixel, GetPixel,
SetPixelARGB, GetPixelARGB, SetPixelColor, GetPixelColor, CreateFromPng, and GetPixelARGBPixelColor - Support multi-
threading - Luxand Face SDK includes samples for C++, C#, VB.NET, Delphi, and Java - Simple PNG images provided for
offline testing - A benchmark utility for face and facial feature detection The Luxand Face SDK is an excellent and easy-to-use
library for face detection and recognition. More than 70 face detection and recognition engines are integrated in the library. •
Support multi-detection algorithms • Support different kinds of faces (infants, children, adults, pets) • Support more than 100
biometric authentication systems. The Luxand Face SDK is an excellent and easy-to-use face detection and recognition
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Luxand FaceSDK from Luxand, Inc. is a free image face detection and face recognition and identification component for
applications requiring biometric authentication on Windows XP/Vista/7, Windows CE, Windows Mobile, Symbian OS,
Blackberry OS, Android, iOS, Unix, Linux, OS X, or any other operating system. It includes: - Face detection - Face recognition
- facial feature identification - photo identification - face swiping - face fixation - auto face detection - live face recognition -
background detection and suppression - fake face detection - search - multi-row detection - face smile detection - face gender
detection - face age estimation - face expression recognition - facial feature tracking - facial feature alignment - face attribute
recognition - facial feature recognition - face landmark recognition - face feature tracking Luxand FaceSDK Licensing: Free for
non-commercial use. Please read the License Agreement or contact support@luxand.com for commercial licensing. Luxand
FaceSDK Download: Welcome to the Home of the Multimedia Video / Audio Signal Processing Libraries: VLC and FFMPEG.
A Powerful Library Suite for.Net, Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual J#, Delphi, Java, and Linux Welcome to the Home of the
Multimedia Video / Audio Signal Processing Libraries: VLC and FFMPEG. A Powerful Library Suite for.Net, Visual Basic,
Visual C++, Visual J#, Delphi, Java, and Linux 09e8f5149f
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Luxand Eye Recognition SDK is an advanced, feature-rich, multi-platform face detection and recognition software library
developed by Luxand Technologies, Inc. Eye Recognition SDK supports both still images and video streams. Luxand Eye
Recognition SDK includes the following features: It is designed for developers who want to create applications that combine
face detection and recognition capabilities. Its multi-threading architecture enables work on multiple cores from different
CPUs. It also has an advanced UI, which supports font, text, and image adjustments, and built-in face detection for desktop
application users. Luxand FaceSDK includes all the libraries you need for face detection and recognition, plus all the source
codes to build application demos with the necessary samples developed for each of the supported programming languages. With
Luxand FaceSDK, developers can also easily understand its capabilities, features, and API. Even though FaceSDK is designed
as a library, it does not require an installation package. It is capable of being launched directly from a website, installing and
launching the sample applications without the need of a standalone installation. Developer License: Price: $49.00 Purchase
online at our web site: Luxand FaceSDK Description: Luxand FaceRecognitionSDK is an advanced, feature-rich, multi-
platform face detection and recognition software library developed by Luxand Technologies, Inc. FaceRecognitionSDK
supports both still images and video streams. FaceRecognitionSDK includes the following features: It is designed for developers
who want to create applications that combine face detection and recognition capabilities. Its multi-threading architecture enables
work on multiple cores from different CPUs. It also has an advanced UI, which supports font, text, and image adjustments, and
built-in face detection for desktop application users. Luxand FaceSDK includes all the libraries you need for face detection and
recognition, plus all the source codes to build application demos with the necessary samples developed for each of the supported
programming languages. With Luxand FaceSDK, developers can also easily understand its capabilities, features, and API. Even
though FaceSDK is designed as a library, it does not require an installation package. It is capable of being launched directly
from a website, installing and launching the sample applications without the need of a

What's New In Luxand FaceSDK?

- Does face detection and face recognition - Automatically detected and recognized faces - Built-in Face recogntion components
in different formats - Automatically detected and recognized faces from video source - Live recognition from webcam - Face
recognition input and output classes (model, object, image) - Reconstructed face from input images (face, face area, face
details) - Multiple adjustments for face detection and face recognition - Mutli-threads support for multiple core CPUs - Several
exmaples of face detection and face recognition classes - C++, C#, VB.NET, Delphi, and Java languages support. - Multi-
language support: English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, and Traditional Chinese. - OpenCV support for
face detection and face recognition - Free demo version - Validate project before purchase Do you want to display thousands of
photographs in thumbnail gallery, but you don't want the customer to see the image when the thumbnail is clicked? This
problem is solved by the Thumbnail Gallery. The component provides image transforms in image gallery and caption lists and
simple screen display of thumbnails and/or text descriptions. Using a browser to implement this feature is simple and fast.
Requirements: - JavaScript and CSS support - supported image formats: GIF, JPEG, JPG, PNG Installation: 1. Copy the archive
to your server. 2. Create a file on your server and insert the following code into it: NameSpace:ImageComponent <script
language="javascript" type="text/javascript"> var form = document.forms[0]; var index = form.elements.length; for (i=0; i<
index; i++) { if (document.forms[0].elements[i].type!= "hidden") { form.elements[i].value = form.elements[i].name;
form.elements[i].disabled = true; } } </script> </head> <body> <div id="pnl"> <form id=&qu
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System Requirements For Luxand FaceSDK:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only) Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9400 or AMD
Phenom II X4 965 or better Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or AMD HD6450 or better DirectX:
Version 11 Storage: 8 GB available space Additional Notes: You need to install and run the latest version of the game in order to
get access to the Virtual
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